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The industrial control and automation engineering discipline is a vast industry which 
encompasses a wide range of different types of control systems with associated instrumentation 
and equipment for industrial process control.  
It is a field that is continually breaking through with new technologies that promise to be cost 
and time efficient, making automation faster. Wireless technology is one of the emerging 
technologies within in the industrial automation field. It has received wide popularity in 
industrial applications. Honeywell is one of the leading providers of industrial wireless 
technology on the market with their OneWireless system and is has been purchased by Murdoch 
University for the Pilot Plant. This project is concerned with the design, testing and 
commissioning of Honeywell’s OneWireless system for the pilot plant.  
The OneWireless system is an industrial wireless system that uses multiple protocols and 
standards to offer flexibility in design and integration. There are two versions of the 
OneWireless system, an old version namely OneWireless R120 purchased by Murdoch in 2010. 
The second version is the OneWireless R300. This project is concerned with the designing, 
testing and commissioning of the Honeywell OneWireless R300 infrastructure for the pilot 
plant, and Honeywell OneWireless R120 design, testing and upgrade. Each of the systems have 
their own components that will be discussed in this report.  
Deployment of OneWireless R120 faced a software compatibility challenge due to it being an 
older system. The OneWireless R300 only has a Modbus licence to be integrated with, hence it 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
The Murdoch University pilot plant is an educational platform that allows instrumentation and 
control-engineering students to apply theoretical knowledge gained through-out the degree on a 
real industrial plant. This practical application equips students with vigorous practical 
knowledge and skills making them “industry ready” [1]. The Honeywell OneWireless System 
adds to the educational value of the Pilot Plant. Engineering Student are exposed to the latest 
industry standard wireless instrumentation in the Industrial Automation and Process Control 
field, gaining a holistic insight into wireless technology and its applications.  
Industrial control systems range from small integrated controllers to large-scale distributed 
control systems. Each industrial control system is built differently depending on the application 
and the efficiency required for that application. There are different types of industrial control 
systems such as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition SCADA systems and Distributed 
Control Systems DCS. Wireless sensor networks are a new technology that can be integrated 
with existing wired networks, to enhance the efficiency of industrial computer systems. The 
OneWireless system is a wireless sensor network system that are flexible and cost-
efficient.There are two different versions of the OneWireless system, OneWireless R120 and 
OneWireless R300. Murdoch University purchased OneWireless R120 in 2010 during the pilot 
plant upgrade from SCAN3000 to the current C300 Controller [2]. OneWireless R300 was 
purchased by the university in 2017 and is the latest version released by Honeywell. This 
project is concerned with the design of the OneWireless Systems, as well as commissioning and 
testing the systems. 
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Chapter one will provide an overview of the OneWireless Systems’ scopes and objectives. A 
detailed work scope will be outlining the deliverables of the project, the tasks and functions of 
the project. The project objectives will state a clear set of goals to be achieved by the end of the 
project. A list of learning objectives is outlined, in addition to a detailed report structure.  
1.2 Project Scope 
The work scope for this project is to design and implement the Honeywell OneWireless R300 
and R120 systems, as well as integrating both systems with the existing Experion SCADA/DCS 
at the pilot plant. The project encompasses a large number of tasks associated with different 
stages of the project for the two different OneWireless systems. A suitable project design must 
be proposed for both wireless systems, as well as network planning and site assessments. The 
OneWireless system must be commissioned according to the operational requirement of the 
pilot plant and other sites of installation. The commissioning phase of the project must ensure 
all operational components of the systems are correctly configured according to the network 
requirements.  
1.3 Project Objectives 
The key objective of this project is to have the two separate OneWireless systems fully 
functional and operational. This is to be achieved by closely following a detailed and specific 
work scope to achieve a robust design, smooth commissioning, successful testing and seamless 
integration of the OneWireless systems. The underlying concept behind the project is to 
enhance the operational capabilities and functionalities of the pilot plant, to optimize students’ 
exposure to latest engineering technologies. The exposure to such technology systems builds on 
the knowledge and experience of engineering students.   
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The aim of the OneWireless R300 system is to be seamlessly integrated with the pilot plant 
teaching facility. All components must be configured and functional according to the 
requirements of the Pilot Plant network.  It is imperative to have a robust design that enhances 
the learning competencies of the pilot plant  
The aim of R120 system is to be migrated to a newer version, and the wireless transmitters’ 
firmware upgraded. The goal for the R120 is to be used as a teaching tool for industrial 
computer system major as part of the teaching unit ENG448 SCADA and Systems Architecture.  
A further objective of this project is to ensure appropriate technical documentation is developed 
at every stage of the project. The documentation is for technical staff to aid maintenance and 
trouble shooting and for future students who wish to expand the capabilities of the system. 
1.4 The Phases of the Project 
OneWireless R120 and R300 are different in architecture however the work scope is similar. 
For this purpose the work scope has been combined for both systems and it is sectioned into 
four primary phases which are narrowed down to phase specific tasks. 
1.4.1 Planning, Research and Development  
Phase one of the project is the planning phase. This is a significant and fundamental portion of 
the project as it sets the frames for the rest of the project aspects to follow. The deliverables in 
the planning stage are as follows: 
 Develop a comprehensive understanding of wireless networks; 
 Determine deployment requirements for the OneWireless network; 
 Understand the role of each component in the OneWireless system; 
 Review the pilot plant architecture and communication network; 
 Assess RF requirements for the system, major interferences and safety hazards. 
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1.4.2 System and Network Planning and Design  
The network design and planning phase is an interacting process that includes network topology 
design, ensuring that the design of the OneWireless network meets the minimum operational 
requirements. More specifically outlined by the following tasks: 
 Sketch network design architecture diagram of the OneWireless network and determine 
network topology; 
 Assess requirements for installation of all hardware equipment such as XYR6000 
transmitters, their antenna mounting and a Cisco access point, along with the Cisco 
Wireless LAN Controller, according to the specification of each component;  
 Perform Software Installation of Wireless Server tools (OneWireless Builder, Key 
Sever);  
 Define network performance requirement (transmission rate, power settings, frequency, 
channel allocation);.  
1.4.3 Commissioning and Testing  
Commissioning of the project involves configuration, communication, authentication of 
different components. This section corresponds with the following deliverables.  
 Determine configuration requirements and conduct initial configuration of system 
hardware components (Wireless LAN Controller, Wireless Device Manager, Cisco 
Access point, managed network switch); 
 Install and setup required hardware for the testing and configuration process; 
 Establish communication between the network components; 
 Provision the wireless field transmitters; 
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 Install the system components in a permanent location. 
1.4.4 Integration of OneWireless Network 
The final stage of the project is integrating the OneWireless System with the Experion PKS 
system. Upon completion of this stage the OneWireless System would be fully functioning 
allowing: 
- Assessment of the suitability and integrate OneWireless System through a suitable 
interface; 
- Integration of the OneWireless R300 with the Pilot plant network;  
- Upgrading firmware of R120 system components. This is the migration process and it 
involves migraine the R120 to a newer version. 
1.5 Thesis Report Structure 
Henceforward the remainder of this thesis report is structured as the following eight chapters.  
Chapter 2 Background/Literature Review  
This chapter provides detailed background of the project and background knowledge of various 
topics that are required for the understanding and delivering all aspects of the project. 
Chapter 3 OneWireless R120 
Chapter 3 introduces the R120 system and its different components with their roles and 
functionalities. R120 security and supported protocols are discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 OneWireless R300 
The R300 system is introduced in this chapter. A detailed description of the hardware 
components of the system. The supported protocols for this systems and the different security 
requirements are also discussed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Network Planning and Design  
This chapter aims to explore the different network design topologies for the Pilot Plant. It also 
covers all aspects of the network design requirements such as security, protocols, and choice of 
hardware. 
 
Chapter 6 System Configuration 
The sixth chapter of the report discusses the configuration requirements of the OneWireless 
systems. It explains the systems’ engineering process that establishes and maintains the 
hardware performance. 
Chapter 7 Commissioning and Testing  
This chapter discusses the commissioning process of the project which includes configuration, 
installation, communication between the components and system upgrade. 
Chapter 8 OneWireless Integration with Experion PKS 
The methodology developed for integration of the OneWireless with the Experion PKS system 
will be outlined in this chapter, in addition to background on the interface of choice. 
Chapter 9 Future Work  
The final chapter of the report will summarize the work completed and discuss the remaining 







Chapter 2 Background and Literature 
Review 
2.1 Overview  
The purpose of the literature review to provide a clear, detailed and unambiguous background 
for the project. The development of this background is imperative to the success of the project 
as it lays a solid foundation upon which the projects builds on. A number of topics will be 
discussed in this chapter that provide a comprehensive background to the project. 
2.2 Wireless Technology  
Since the first introduction of wireless systems in the industrial control field during the 
“communications boom” in the 1930s [3], Wireless technology systems have been integrated 
across many industry sectors such as automation, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, machinery, 
etc. The need for wireless technology emerged from the demand to improve productivity and 
safety while at the same time minimizing costs. Wireless measurement technology provides a 
greater insight into processes hence improving plant performance. Many of these industries 
have integrated wireless systems into their existing plant networks and have gained greater 
insight into processes and overall operational performances. Wireless networks can provide 
plant wide coverage with greater operating range, that can improve control strategies without 
the need for expensive wiring which increase down time [4]. In addition to cost efficiency and 
fewer restrictions due to less cabling as well as flexibility, a wireless system can enhance plant 
security when implementing wireless CCTV monitoring camera. Wireless systems offer 
cryptographic security protection, that protect process data and integrity, this includes security 
options such as 128 AES encryption and authentication keys such as WPA2 enterprise and 
many more [5].   
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2.2.1 Challenges with Wireless Networks 
There are a number of challenges that are hindering the full deployment and adoption of 
wireless systems in the control and automation industry. These challenges are common to any 
wireless communication network. This is due to radio waves being susceptible to noise from 
surrounding environment, channel impediments and other environmental factors such as 
vibration, temperature, humidity, other existing systems and the location of the equipment. 
These factors may change over time depending on the dynamics of the environment the wireless 
system is deployed in [6]. More commonly known challenges are shadowing and path loss that 
effect the received power signal and hence the performance of the wireless system [7], these are 
due to the propagation mechanisms such as reflection, diffraction, scattering and absorption of 
signals [8]. Another concern with wireless systems is battery limitation; field transmitters are 
battery powered and require replacement depending on the battery life, this can  may increase 
down time [9].  
One of the major concerns with wireless systems is security. Loss or theft of data is more likely 
in a wireless network compared to a wired network. This is perhaps the main issue that prevents 
the massive scale adoption of wireless systems in the industry. Existing wireless technology 
systems offer  security requirements such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, 
authentication and access control [10]. 
 There is ongoing research to improve or mitigate the issues associated with wireless networks. 
In addition to introducing new technologies that can improve wireless systems [11]. Despite the 
many research and remaining technical design challenges, the adoption of wireless technology 
systems has been fast growing and industries are recognising its capabilities and fast gaining a 
reputation as the technology of choice [12].  
 
2.3 Honeywell OneWireless System 
Amongst the many Industrial wireless systems in the industry such as Emerson Electric Co., 
Siemens AG, General Electric Co., Yokogawa Electric Corp., there is the Honeywell 
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OneWireless system [13]. Honeywell’s OneWireless system forms a mesh network that 
interconnects different components. It is one of the earliest wireless systems on the market and 
caters for small networks or large plant wide application networks. It aims to tackle the most 
challenging industrial environments and provide reliability and process efficiency by offering a 
flexible architecture and network design options. The wireless system is a multi-standard and 
multi-protocol that enables wireless coverage to be altered to suit any industrial setting. The 
OneWireless network encompasses a number of key components such as a Wireless Device 
Manager, a Cisco Wireless  Controller, a Cisco Aironet Access Point and Wireless Field 
Transmitters [14].  
 
2.4 Communication Protocols 
ISA100.11a (IEC 62734) is a standard developed by the International Society of Automation 
purely for industrial wireless network plant needs. It is an open and global standard for 
industrial wireless applications and services that uses the IEEE 802.15.4 radio [15] technology. 
It was designed with flexibility and support for multiple applications and vendors making it 
easy to deploy and implement. It is based on open standard UDP and IPv6 and supports 
backbone routing to allow different subnets to exchange process data [16]; this also enables the 
deployment of very large wireless network. Security requirements includes support for 
synchronous and asynchronous encryption protocols such as advanced encryption standard 128 
and elliptical key technology [16].  
WirelessHART (IEC 62591) is an extension of the wired HART Highway Addressable Remote 
Transducer Protocol. It an open protocol that was designed with integrated security, centralized 
network management and support for interoperability with previous or future releases.  
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IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n is a set of Wi-Fi standards developed by the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering (IEEE) that define the basis for wireless networks [17]. This provides a 
series of standards that are enhancement versions of one another with increased bandwidth and 
data rates. A list of the protocols with operating frequencies and supported bandwidths is shown 
in Table 1 below.  
Table 1 IEEE 802.11 Protocols 
Protocol Frequency (GHz) Bandwidth (MHz) 
802.11a 5 20 
802.11b 2.4 22 
802.11g 2.4 20 
802.11n 2.4 and 5 20 
40 





2.5 Pilot Plant 
The engineering pilot plant is part of the engineering teaching faculty at Murdoch University. 
The plant is a miniature imitation of the Bayer process which is a multi-stage process that 
converts bauxite to alumina. There are four main stages of the refining process: grinding, 
digestion, settling, precipitation and calcination. The small-scale plant is made up of a number 
of components. They are:  
1. Pumps  
2. Valves (Controlled and Manual)  




5. Two Storage/Supply Tanks Ball Mill (BM) 
6. Ball Mill Tank (BMT) 
7. Cyclone Underflow Tank  
8. Lamella Separator 
9. Needle Tank  
10. Non-linear Tank 
11. Three Heated Tanks with agitators  
2.6 Honeywell Experion System PKS  
The Honeywell Experion Process Knowledge system (PKS) [18] is a platform that integrates 
advanced process automation platform that manages process data and knowledge through a 
number of software applications. It is a hybrid system allowing the pilot plant to adopt 
distributed control system capabilities and Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 
that provide asset management, real time process control, process monitoring and controlling 
complex processes [19].  The Honeywell Experion PKS system has achieved wide popularity 
and has been adopted by many industry sectors such as power and chemical plants, 
pharmaceuticals, refineries, and pulp and paper making etc [20].  
2.7 Wireless Network Basics 
This section will define a number of concepts and terminologies common to wireless network 
and radio frequency communications that have been used in this project.  
 RF spectrum: Radio frequency spectrum that is part of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
its frequencies range from 3 Hz to 3000 GHz [21].  
 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN): is a wireless computer network that 
interconnects a number of nodes and devices using RF. 
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 IP Network: An IP network is a communication network that uses the internet protocol 
(IP) as the addressing system for sending and receiving messages. The IP addressing 
system is used globally in internet networks and local area networks [22]. 
 Backhaul: is a link or the movement of data to interconnect the core network of a 
system to a subnet on the same or different system.  
 Backbone Network: is part of a computer network that allows different components 









Chapter 3 OneWireless R120 
3.1 Overview  
The OneWireless R120 system is an industrial wireless network system that was amongst the 
first emerging wireless systems that supports multiple protocols and multiple standards.  It uses 
Radio frequency (RF) communications to allow exchange of data between a field device 
network and a wired control system. It was purchased by the university in 2010 as part of the 
pilot plant upgrade [2]. The applications of the R120 include automated monitoring in remote 
and hazardous locations, equipment health monitoring, mobile station to view Experion process 
graphics and historical data and more [14].  
3.2 System Components 
OneWireless R120 is composed of five major interconnected components: the multinode, the 
Wireless System Gateway, OneWireless Server, and the OneWireless Knowledge Base. A 





The multinode is an industrial ruggedized access point. It can be configured to serve different 
purposes depending on the system requirements. The multinode id configured as a wireless 
system gateway that connects the wireless field devices to the central control network.  It can 
also be configured as a meshing access point that routes data between field devices and the 
gateway. Both operating modes depend on the size of the plant and the coverage required. For 
deploying R120 network in large plants that require a wider range and more coverage, multiple 
multinodes are required where some will be configured as WSG and some configured as routing 
access points.  
The multinode has three omni-directional antennas with 5dBi RF power output. Two of the 
antenna are identical, both installed on top of the multinode. One antenna is for radio 
communication as an access point and the other antenna is for when the multinode is using the 
mesh radio for client connection. The third antenna installed at the bottom of the unit is for the 
communication to the field devices.  
There are a number of LEDs on the multinode. The status LEDs indicate the operating status of 
the multinode. For interpreting the status of LEDs Table 2 Error! Reference source not 
found.has been constructed. 
More information about the multinode and for specification please refer to Appendix C.  
Table 2 Multinode LEDs Description 
LED indicator Colour Status Description 
Power Green Solid Indicates the multinode has Power  
WAN Yellow Solid or 
blinking 
Indicates the multinode is connected to a wired network via the 
WAN1 port.  
WLAN 1 Yellow Solid or 
blinking  
Indicates that the radio access point radio is on and data is being 
passed. 
Off The access point radio is disabled 
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LED indicator Colour Status Description 
WLAN 2 Yellow Solid or 
blinking 
Indicates that the mesh radio is on an data is being passed 
through the mesh network 
Off The mesh radio is disabled 
WLAN SS Green Off Indicates no connection to the mesh network or very weak signal 
Blinking 
slowly 
Indicates a connection of poor quality  
Blinking fast  Indicates a connection of good quality 
Solid Indicates a connection of good excellent quality 
FIPS / Mode Red Blinking Indicates WSG is not loaded with the server program 
Solid Indicates WSG is loaded with the gateway application  
  Off The WSG is not configured 
3.2.2 Wireless Field Devices  
The wireless field devices are the XYR 6000  transmitters that make up the field device 
network. They are industrial wireless devices such as pressure sensors (gauge, differential and 
absolute), temperature, universal I/O, analogue signals, valve position and digital I/O. The 
transmitters are designed to transmit data to neighbouring transmitters, multinodes, access 
points, and the WSG.  They can be configured as routing or non-routing devices. In routing 
mode they form a mesh field device network and they self-discover neighbouring transmitters 
and route data to the WSG, this mode reduces the standard 10 year battery life of the 
transmitters. In non-routing mode the transmitters simply transmit process data to the WSG. 
This configuration mode improves the latency of the network.  
There are four wireless transmitters supplied with the R120 system, they are the XRY6000 
transmitters, and all ISA100 compliant.  
 Universal I/O Transmitter [23] 
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 HLAI Transmitter (high level analog input) [24] 
 Temperature and Discrete Input Transmitter [25] 
 Differential Pressure Transmitter [26] 
For a detailed list of the transmitters with model numbers and description refer to Appedix D. 
3.2.3 Provisioning Device  
This device is a handheld personal digital assistant PDA, shown in Figure 1. It provisions 
network components such as multimode, field device access points, and XYR6000 transmitters 
allowing them to join the OneWireless network. The R120 server software generates a set of 
security keys that are loaded onto the provisioning device via a USB cable, this set of security 
keys are loaded on to the device being provisioned via an IR interface, allowing the device to 
join the network. This is done by holding the PDA at a distance of approximately 20cm from 
the IR port on the device that is being added on to the system. 
The PDA can also be used to view the configuration settings of the multinodes and the 
transmitters. As well as receive and transmit calibration commands to field transmitters. The 
provisioning device is also one of the security features of the OneWireless R120, as access can 
be restricted to authorized personnel only. Initial setting up of the PDA includes software 
installation, and compatibility with Windows mobile 5.0 or 6.5.  
 
Figure 1 Handheld Personal Digital Assistant [27] 
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3.2.4 OneWireless Server 
The OneWireless R120 key server generates and manages the security keys of the OneWireless 
network. These are the security keys used to provision the system components before allowing 
them to join the network. The initial configuration of the wireless field devices are done through 
this server, it also allows for the configuration settings and system data to be stored here. The 
server is also responsible for assigning addresses to multinodes and wireless system gateway. It 
has other software associated with it such as the OneWireless Builder.  
3.2.5 OneWireless Builder  
OneWireless R120 builder is the software that manages the R120 network. It is similar to 
Experion’s PKS Control Builder. A software platform that allows user to configure the wireless 
system gateway and the wireless transmitters for any type of process and its associated control 
requirements. Transmitters that is added on to the system and associated interface 
communication is done through the OneWireless Builder.  It provides features such as design, 
monitoring, alarm management and reporting. 
3.3 System Security 
There a number of security options offered by the R120 system, as well as the recommended 
security measures for each type of network that is deployed. As the R120 is made up of three 
different networks, a security mechanism for each network is available. It uses a combination of 
encryption keys and a security key generating mechanism.  
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The wireless transmitters are set to operate in a secure mode by default, that is all process data is 
encrypted and authenticated when being transmitted and received. The mesh network is 
configurable to run in secure and non-secure mode. Secure mode is the highly recommended as 
it uses 128-bit AES Advanced encryption standard. For access point security a number of 
configurable security options are available. However the recommended option is the highest 
level Wi-Fi security the IEEE802.11x Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2). Additionally, the 
Infrared-based security which requires all devices to be authenticated before joining the network 
with the PDA provides an additional security measure for the wireless network. OneWireless 
Network supports infrared authentication key distribution mechanism. This mechanism is 
secured since it requires the user to be physically located near the device to authenticate it. The 
keys are encrypted when distributed over the network. 
An overall security measure of the OneWireless is to limit access to authorized user only.  
3.4 Conclusion 
R120 with its simple architecture and components, provides many security features. More of its 
capabilities and features will be highlighted in upcoming chapters.  
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Chapter 4 OneWireless R300 
4.1 Overview 
OneWireless R300 is the latest release of the OneWireless system. Similar to the R120 it is an 
industrial wireless technology system. It supports more standards and protocols than the R120 
offering maximum flexibility and scalability based on the type of coverage required. It can be 
tailored to suit any industrial application depending on coverage and network requirements. 
This can range from a small field device network to a plant wide wireless local area network 
(WLAN) with multiple applications. The network can be deployed with a rich selection of 
interconnected components, which can self-discover and self-organise forming a mesh network. 
OneWireless network gives the user flexibility to be deployed through a number of interfaces. 
This chapter will provide an understanding of the features and capabilities of the R300. The 
network ensures that critical information from wireless field devices is always received with 
priority by having automatic prioritization of data readily available. R300 allows flexible 
channel allocation with latency control as well as redundancy. 
 
4.2 Hardware Components 
The OneWireless R300 is architecturally different to the R120, it has more network components 
that allow greater flexibility and advances capabilities. These components are listed in the 
following sections.  
4.2.1 Wireless Device Manager (WDM) 
The Wireless Device Manager (WDM) [28] is the heart of the OneWireless network. It is the 
central component that manages all aspects of the field device network. It allows the user to 
design, configure, and monitor wireless field devices through a web interface. The WDM 
functions as a network gateway to enable third-party applications to communicate with wireless 
field devices. It also function as a protocol translator that allows the integration of a DCS with 
the OneWireless network. Supported protocols include – OPC, Modbus TCP and Modbus RTU, 
HART, CDA and GCI. WDM translates the wireless field device protocol to other field 
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protocols.  In other words, the WDM combines the functions of the OneWireless key server and 
OneWireless builder into one component referred to as the “control box” of the network i.e. 
WDM.   
Its three main function can be classified as: 
1. Wireless System Gateway: communication interface for field device network;  
2. System Manager: manage field device network, establish communication between the 
network devices, monitor performance and alarm management. 
3. Security Manager: generate security keys for provisioning field devices, initate key 
rotation of field devices. 
4.2.2 Cisco Lightweight Access Point 
The Cisco Aironet 1552s [29] is an infrastructure node that enables the IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n 
wireless LAN and wireless field device network. It an industrial access point that is configured, 
monitored and operated through the Cisco wireless LAN controller.  The Cisco AP operates in 
both the 2.4 GHz ISM band [29]and the 5 GHz Unlicensed National [29]. 
It contains three radios: 
1. Mesh radio: operates in the 5 GHZ U-NII band which provides a wider bandwidth of 
300MHz using 802.11a/n [29].  
2. Wi-Fi radio:  operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band using the IEEE 802.11b/g/n to enable 
Wi-Fi coverage for network [29]. 
3. ISA100 radio: operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, using the IEEE 802.15.4 radio to 
provide the field device network [29]. 
4.2.3 Cisco Wireless LAN Controller (WLC)  
The WLC is a wireless controller that provides the real-time communication between Cisco 
access points. It work as part of a package with Cisco AP [29], to simplify the operation and 
deployment of the network. It can configure up to 5 access points at any one time, and it can 
manages up to 50 access points.  
It is also the entity responsible for providing wide WLAN functions such as security policies,   
Intrusion prevention, Quality of Service, RF management and mobility.  
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It also provides another layer of security to the OneWireless network, as it uses end-to-end 
security to communicate with the Cisco AP. It uses the CAPWAP protocol [30] which is a 
Control and Provisioning of Wireless Access Points that is compliant Datagram Transport Layer 
Security to ensure line encryption between access points. 
For a full list of product specification please refer to Appendix E. 
4.2.4 Cisco Managed Network Switch 
The Cisco managed switch is what connects all system components. It is an integral part of the 
R300 systems, necessary to support VLAN and trunking between the WLC and the wired 
control network.  
Virtual LAN (VLAN) enables the logical communication in a subnet with other devices from 
another LAN.  The WLC and WDM which provides the interface to the process control network 
are configured with different subnets and traffic between them must to be handled by different 
routers. The VLAN enabled by the managed network switch will enable this communication by 
allowing the logical separation.  
4.2.5 Wireless Field Transmitters 
These are the XYR6000 transmitters described in chapter 3. For a list and description of the 
transmitters supplied with R300 systems refer to Appendix D. 
4.3 Supported protocols  
The supported protocols used by R300 are: 
 IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n Wireless Local Area Network: This provides the industrial 
WLAN using IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n, enabling Wi-Fi coverage for large industrial plants 
in the 2.4 GHz ISM band or the 5 GHz UNII band. 
 
 IEEE 802.11a/ n Wireless Infrastructure Backhaul: This provides the plant-wide 
high bandwidth wireless backbone using IEEE 802.11s mesh networking, hence 
enabling the backhaul mesh which operates in the 5 GHz band. 
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 ISA100 Wireless Field Device Network: This provides the ISA100 Wireless field 
device network, to communicate with ISA100 Wireless compliant field devices, 
including Honeywell XYR6000,  
 
 WirelessHART Field Device Network: This provides the WirelessHART field device 
network. This is to communicate with WirelessHART compliant field devices. 
OneWireless R300 is the latest version of the OneWireless network and it offers enhanced 
capabilities and functionality compared to previous versions. It support a larger number of 
instruments and also supports systems with slower update rate. The difference that sets out the 
OneWireless R300 is multiprotocol support giving user almost 100% freedom of choice.  
4.4 OneWireless R300 Security 
To ensure data privacy and integrity, the R300 supports various security features. An embedded 
firewall is supported by the WDM that inspects all incoming data traffic to the WDM. As the 
device that provides the interface between the field device network and process control network, 
it ensure that no routing is occurring between the different ports of the WDM, (the ports 
configuration is covered in upcoming chapters). 
The security of the field device network is similar to the R120; all process data is 128-bit 
encrypted at the transmitter and decrypted at the receiver. And the transmitter is by default in 
secure mode. Infrared-based security IDs are also supported by R300 requiring all the devices to 
be authenticated before joining the network. Key rotation policy [28] is another security feature 
of the R300 network to enable a secure network. After transferring the security keys to the 
devices, the WDM validates the keys and allows the devices to join the network.  
Once a new device joins the network, a set of keys (master and session) are assigned to the 
device. Following the initial deployment, the session key can be rotated on a periodic basis, 





OneWireless R300 has a different in architecture to the R120. This involves a different set of 
network components which enable a large range of capabilities and features. This enables the 
R300 to be deployable in any industrial setting ranging from small to large multi-application 
network, resulting in it almost 100% freedom of choice.  
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Chapter 5 Network Planning and Design  
5.1 Overview 
As with any engineering project there are a number of design considerations must be met. The 
initial design considerations for the OneWireless system are comprised of hardware design 
considerations in which the configuration setting have to be previously studied and 
predetermined and their suitability assessed for the location of deployment.  
As all the components for both system were supplied, the network design chapter will outline 
the design process in terms of topology, configuration, security option. Most of these 
requirements and specification are chosen as the highly recommended ones by Honeywell.  
There are 2 types of networks that can deployed, meshing field device network topology or 
infrastructure meshing where multinodes or access point form the mesh network also referred to 
as backhaul mesh. The suitability of each of these systems is discussed in the following section.  
5.2 Network Topology 
Traditional network topologies such as bus, star, ring, mesh [31] can be used to describe the 
physical topology of the OneWireless system. However, the mesh networking the OneWireless 
system is described as refers to the logical topology of the system.  
OneWireless R300 supports different types of network topologies that can be scaled to suit 
small or large networks. The supported network topologies are as follows: 
 Small network with field device network with field devices as routers.  
 Medium network with FDAPs as routers.  
 Large network made up of a field device network and an IEEE802.11 a/b/g/n network.  
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The classification of the network size determines the selection of the hardware components 
required for deploying the network. For example when deploying a large network, field device 
access points would be configured as routers that route traffic from other neighbouring field 
devices. And the Cisco access point would be selected to enable the IEEE 802.11 network and 
enable the wireless mesh backhaul. The backhaul mesh is implemented using multinodes which 
would be the case for large networks. The meshing field device network, where the transmitters 
are configured as routing devices.  
5.3 Mandatory Hardware Components  
The mandatory hardware components required to deploy the OneWireless Network, depends on 
the size of the network and the topology selected.  
The R120 system is comprised of two mandatory components, one multinode and four wireless 
transmitters, hence no mesh multinode network can be deployed. The four wireless transmitters 
will form the meshing field device network as they will be configured as routing devices and 
from a meshing field device network. 
OneWireless R300 is comprised of one Cisco access point, one WLC, one WDM, one managed 
network switch and three wireless transmitters. This is the minimum set of hardware required to 
implement an R300 network, (more specifically a small field device network).  
It is important to note that only one component is provided by the original proposal for the 
system, hence no redundancy can be implemented as this requires two of each component.  
5.4 Site Planning 
Site planning for the OneWireless systems (r120 and R300 refers to the architecture of the 
surrounding environment that is where the different components will be installed to ensure 
optimal operation and performance. This can be expanded to include the initial set up and 
testing of the OneWireless system.  
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Figure 2 Pilot Plant Testing Location 
No major physical barriers where identified in the pilot plant that could significantly hinder the 
performance of the OneWireless. The R300 was set up at the pilot plant for initial configuration 
and testing of all components. A work station was set up near the wiring cabinets of the plant as 
the system requires being connected to the pilot plant network at some stage. This is shown in 









The Cisco AP will be installed at a temporary testing location seen above on the raised 
walkway, and the walkway will be sectioned off for RF safety precautions. The AP will be 
moved on to a permanent location upon the completion of the commissioning procedure. 
Furthermore, a comprehensive RF assessment can be performed to minimize interference and 
optimize performance. However, the need for this assessment depends on the type of network 
being deployed and location. As the pilot plant is a very small plant, an RF assessment is not 
necessary.     
OneWireless R120 site planning includes set up of a testing area for initial configuration of the 
multinode and the migration process, at the Engineering Project Room. No installations were 
required at this stage. Establishing an inclusive site plan will ensure optimal link performance of 
the OneWireless system.  
Wiring  Cabinets 






5.5 Range, Coverage and Performance  
The range of the radio equipment is dependent on obtaining a clear line of sight between the 
field transmitters and WSG.  This is referred to as the theoretical range, the practical range is 
dependent on the surrounding environment the radio system is deployed in. Another factor 
influencing the data is the antenna and transmission power combination for each radio device. 
An example of some typical combination is shown in Table 3. 








5 dBi Omni 16 4 dBi Omni 1000 m  
6 dBi Omni 16 8 dBi Omni 1200 m  
8 dBi Omni 18 8 dBi Omni >1500 m 
As part of a site survey the empirical range and coverage must be determined for the system 
components. This process requires measuring key performance metrics such as RSSI, RSQI, TX 
fail ratio. The receive Signal Strength Index (RSSI), Receive Signal Quality Index (RSQI) and 
Transmit Fail Ratio are what determine the connection quality between field devices and WSG. 





5.6 Network Architecture Diagram 
A simplified network architecture diagram of the pilot plant with the OneWireless Network is 
shown in Figure 3. The existing architecture at the pilot plant consists of PPserver1 which is the 
server used to operate the plant along with a number of workstations. The C300 controller is 
connected to the network via two redundant firewalls. A number of I/O modules allow the wired 
field instruments to connect to the C300 controller. There is also a Lantronix bridging unit used 
to connect the VSD drives to the process control network of the pilot plant [32].  
Figure 3 also shows how the R300 network will connected to the plant. This the physical setup 





















 Figure 3 Network Architecture Diagram 
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5.7  Conclusion 
The Network planning chapter outlined the network topology of the R300 system for the pilot 
plant which is a meshing field device network, as well as the R120 system which a simple 
straight forward design. Site planning for initial configuration and testing was chosen at the 
engineering pilot plant, and for the R120 system at the engineering project room. Both range 
and signal quality were yet to be classified, at this stage. It is to be conducted after the 




Chapter 6 Commissioning and Testing 
6.1 Overview 
The system configuration defines the boundaries of the system components, it maintains the 
performance, functions, design, operational information and physical attributes of a component 
consistent by having defined settings and specification [33]. It contains the initial steps in the 
commissioning process of the project. This chapter describes the OneWireless system 
configurations such as IP addressing, system security,and time synchronization. It follows the 
network-planning chapter and further discusses the configurations of the different components 
and additional system configuration requirements.  
OneWireless R120 Configuration includes, configuration of the multinode, PDA and the 
wireless transmitters. 
6.2 Configuring Network Switch  
The Cisco managed network switch used to interconnect the WLC, WDM and Cisco Access 
Switch came pre-configured from Honeywell. Each of the ports on the switch is configurable to 
the network’s needs. VLAN trunking must be enabled to allow for communication between the 
switch and the WLC. The port that connect the Cisco AP to the switch is configured as a trunk 
port. The port that connects to the WDM is configured as a standard access port. 
6.3 Wireless LAN Controller Configuration  
The initial configuration of the WLC is done by connecting a laptop to the port of the WLC via 
an Ethernet cable. The configuration can either be done by the command line interface (CLI) or 
via a web interface. In this project is was done using a CLI software i.e. PUTTY, by connecting 
an ethernet cable to the console port of the WLC for no particular reason. 
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The configuration process assigns static IP addresses to define subnets. All default values were 
used in this project as recommended by Honeywell.  After the initial configuration of the WLC, 
further configuration can be done through the web interface depending on the application 
requirements.  
The configuration of the WLC and the Cisco AP can be done through pre-configured settings 
that can be loaded as configuration files on to the WLC and AP. Cisco Aironet Access Point 
Configuration 
Following the configuration for the WLC, the Access Point was configured. The initial 
configuration process of the AP was a simple procedure. It involved establishing 
communication between the AP and a laptop computer. A console cable was connected to the 
console port of the Cisco AP and a serial to USB converter is used to connect to laptop PC for 
the initial configuration. This procedure is to assign a static IP address to the AP, all other 
configurations and firmware updates are done via the WLC hence the name lightweight access 
point. 
6.4 Wireless Device Manager Configuration  
The WDM manages the wireless field device network, hence it is configured prior to 
configuring field devices, FDAP, and Multinodes. The configuration of the WDM is done 
through the First Time Configuration Wizard via a web browser. It can be configured via the 




The Initial configuration process of the WDM is simplified in the following steps: 
1. Powering the WDM and establish physical connections between the WDM and a laptop 
or desktop computer to the PCN port of the WDM via an Ethernet cable. A laptop was 
used for this configuration.  
2. Configuring the network settings of the laptop to establish a network connection.  
3. Logging onto the OneWireless interface for the first time. This is done by using the 
default addresses and log in which later can be changed.  
Through the WDM Web interface, all aspects of the wireless field device network can 
determined.  
A detailed step by step configuration guide can be found in Appendix B.  
As confirmed network planning, the Cisco AP will be configured as root access point (RAP), 
meaning it will directly connected via an Ethernet cable to the managed network switch.  
6.5 Field Device Configuration  
Field devices i.e. wireless transmitters are configured following the initial configuration of the 
WDM. To configure the transmitters, they must powered on. Once powered, the device will turn 
on and status message will appear on the screen. In the WDM web interface, it takes up to 5 
minutes for the WDM to see the transmitter, this then must be accepted and then provisioned 
using an appropriate method.  
Configuration properties for each field transmitter include:  
 Tag name and description of the transmitter; 
 Configure routing assignment, so this to specify whether it is routing or non routing; 
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 Publication rate of the ISA100 devices, which is the rate at which WSG publishes. For 
the pilot plant the publication rate will be set to 1 sec, as so many devices are present; 
 Attributes of the transmitter for example: mode, PV and scale. 
If WirelessHART instruments are introduced, the configuration procedure is similar and is done 




6.6 OneWireless R120 Commissioning 
Most of the initial configuration of the multinode was done through the web interface (Figure 
4), all the settings and specification were set. The next step involved installation of the required 
software that is the OneWireless Builder and the key server. One of the requirement for the 
installation process was installation on a Windows XP operating system. Being amongst the 
first releases of the OneWireless, the software down-grade proposed software compatibility 
issues. Nevertheless, the required software were installed on a laptop with the Windows XP 
operating system. However, it also required Experion PKS to be running on the same machine, 
which was not possible as the latest version of Experion PKS is not compatible the Windows 
XP. Hence, the commissioning of the R120 did not progress any further. An alternative solution 
to by-pass the software compatibility issue is discussed in the final chapter.  
 
Figure 4 OneWireless R120 Commissioning 
6.7 OneWireless R300 Commissioning  
Upon the initial configuration of all hardware components, the commissioning process describes 
the work done to deploy the R300 network. This is done by following a set methodology. Upon 
the initial configuration of the Cisco AP and WLC. Communication between the equipment was 
established. Further configuration settings where set by the WLC. 
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The next step, following the initial configuration of the WDM via the PCN port, was 
establishing communication between the Cisco AP and WDM. Logging on to the web interface 
of the Cisco Access point appears on the left hand side. This mean that all three components are 
in some form of communication. The set up for this is shown in Figure 5. This figure shows the 
testing set-up during the commissioning process, where the three blue Ethernet cables are seen 
coming out of the managed network switch and connected to the WDM, WLC, and Cisco AP.  
 
Figure 5 OneWireless R300 Commissioning 
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6.7.1 Provisioning Field Devices 
The next step in the commissioning process, was adding the three XYR600 transmitters to the 
network. This was done one transmitter at a time and in no particular order. The transmitter is 
powered on and in a few minutes can be seen on the web interface of the WDM. Over the air 
provisioning must be turned on for the WDM to see the transmitters. The transmitter being 
provisioned must be accepted, once this is complete the transmitter’s icon will turn green, and 
the further configuration can be done as discussed in the configuration chapter. This step was 
followed for all three transmitters. The status of the transmitter can be observed Figure 6 below. 
This transmitter screen is displaying “INP FAIL”, this means that it has been provisioned but is 
awaiting an input which is done during the final stage of installation. The provisioning of the 
transmitters can be also be done through the handheld provisioning device described in earlier 
chapters.  
 
Figure 6 Provisioned XYR6000 Transmitter 
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6.8 Conclusion 
The commissioning of both projects is yet to be completed.  The R120 posed a number of 
challenges which hindered the successful commissioning of the project, mainly due to software 
incompatibility. The R120 software is only compatible with Windows XP. To overcome this 
issue, as trial the R120 software was installed on virtual XP machine. This software was 
successfully, but it would not operate as it required a compatible version of Experion PKS 
software to be installed on the same machine. The R300 system is fully commissioned with the 
exception of integration process which will be outlined in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 7 Experion PKS Integration  
7.1 Overview  
This chapter outlines the final stage of the commissioning process which involved the 
integration of the OneWireless R300 with the Experion PKS at the engineering pilot plant. The 
OneWireless R300 will be integrated with the Experion PKS through a Modbus interface, as it 
the default license that came with the systems. It can be integrated through a number of the 
other interfaces.  
7.2 Supported Interfaces 
The R300 network can be integrate to the plant network through a number of interfaces: 
 OPC Interface: OPC SCADA client or OPC Advanced client can read OneWireless data 
from the WDM; 
 Control Data Access (CDA):  The most seamless form of integration; 
 HART; 
 Modbus: This includes Modbus RTU and Modbus TCP; 
 General Client Interface (GCI). 
7.3 Modbus Communication  
Modbus integration has been implemented on the pilot plant as described in previous reports 
such as Hopkinson’s [2], Punch’s [32] and Pol’s [34]. Understanding the successful integration 
of Modbus for different instrument at the plant will aid in the implementation of OneWireless 
through Modbus.  
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7.3.1 About Modbus 
Modbus is amongst the earliest communication within the control industry. It is a public and 
open form of digital communication. It uses a client server model to communicate between 
devices on the network. The client would make a request and the server will respond when it 
received this request. As there may be many clients in the network, the server will only respond 
to the client that it received the signal from. Modbus uses a number of defined functions [34]: 
 Read from Coils 
 Read from Discrete inputs  
 Reading from input and holding registers  
 Write to single register  
 Write to single coil  
 Read from status 
 Read and write multiple registers.  
There is different types of Modbus depending on the network and implementation. For instance 
modbus RTU is used to connect supervisory control system to a remote terminal unit whereas 
modbus TCP is implemented over Ethernet connection.  
7.3.2 Establishing Modbus Communication 
To establish successful Modbus integration withthe OneWireless system, an understanding of 
the Experion SCADA must be established. The procedure involves activating Modbus in the 
OneWireless Network creating channels in the Experion SCADA for each of the field 
instruments and then assigning the channels to appropriate modbus registers on the WDM.  
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In this setup the measurements of the field device can be read, where the WDM is the Modbus 
server that gives access clients to read the process data. It is important to note that the analogue 




Chapter 8 Summary and Future Work 
8.1 Summary 
At the start of the writing status of the project is incomplete. The R120 faced a number of 
software compatibility issues that still need to be addressed. The issue is installation of the R120 
software can only be completed on a Windows XP machine. This was the major obstacle that 
hindered the successful deployment of the system. Only the initial configuration of the 
Multinode has been completed.  
The R300 system is yet to be integrated into the Experion SCADA and hence is not fully 
functional. All other aspects of the system are complete.   
8.2 Remaining Work 
8.2.1 OneWireless R120 Migration   
The migration process of the R120 can be done following a migration procedure to update the 
R120 to the latest R300 system. The process involves migrating to patch releases and then 
finally to the current release if possible. The migration path to follow for the R120 is to go from 
OneWireless R120.1 Patch 4/Patch 5/Patch 6 to OneWireless R120.1 Patch 7 then to 
OneWireless R120.1 Patch 11 and then to the main release of R240.1 and then finally 
OneWireless R300.1.  
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8.2.2 OneWireless R120 Installation 
The installation of the R120 system is dependent on the success of the migration process. If the 
migration process is successful, then a location and site planning need to be prepared for the 
R120 system (multinode and transmitters). The transmitters once updated have to be 
provisioned and calibrated as described in this report.  
8.2.3 Calibration and Installation of Transmitters 
Only the provisioning of the devices and updating of the transmitters have been conducted. The 
next step is to install the transmitters at appropriate locations in the plant. The installation 
process requires a suitability assessment to determine where the transmitters will be installed. 
As a starting point a list of the possible locations be created listing where the transmitter could 
be installed. Then the type of transmitter must be matched to the wired transmitter present. For 
example, the temperature transmitter could only installed at the heated tank where existing 
temperature transmitters are present. This should be followed by comparing the process 
conditions and safety issues. The final installation of the transmitters can then be followed by 
the calibration using the OneWireless Builder via the web interface of the WDM.  
8.2.4 Final Installation of Components 
The installation of the all hardware components is the very final stage of the project. This is the 
permanent installation of the WDM, WLC and Cisco managed switch in wiring cabinets at a 
suitable location. The Cisco Access point is to be installed on the pillar in the middle of the pilot 
plant, this location provides a clear line of sight between instruments and the access point. 
8.2.5 Modbus Integration  
The Modbus integration discussed in the previous chapter needs to be completed. 
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8.3 Project Expandability and Recommendations  
The project can be expanded and numerous projects can be derived and based directly upon the 
work completed in this project. The transmitters can be installed in future projects to expand the  
plant e.g. installation of new operating units and instrumentation. They can also be integrated 
into the Universal Water System near the pilot plant. The project can also be expanded to add 
wirelesssHART instruments on the OneWireless network. As well as smart instrumentation. 
There is also a possibilities of installing the multimode as part of the R300 upon successful 
migration. An alternative method of integration to the Experion system can implemented, if a 
valid license is obtained, this would be the CDA license because it offer seamless integration as 
the R300 becomes part of the Experion PKS. Finally, software updates process to the latest 
release is also required to ensure that the system remains up to date. 
From an industrial point of view for a deploying a OneWireless system to a relatively small 
scale the pilot plant, it is not necessary to enable the IEEE 802.11 network as an elaborate back 
bone infrastructure is not required and there are no Wi-Fi capabilities required for the plant 
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Appendix A OneWireless R120 
Components 
Appendix A provides a list of the OneWireless hardware components; this is the hardware 




Configured as a gateway (also known as 
Wireless System Gateway (WSG)) 
Additional multinodes (ordered separately) 
may be installed later. 
Multinode antennas 
 
FHSS/DSSS antenna (black) 
Wi-Fi / Bridge antennae (gray) 
Used for communication between multinodes, 
transmitters and guest devices. 
Multinode power supply 
 
Converts 120/240 VAC to 24 VDC for 
multinode power 
Yellow cable with 3-pin female connector on 
one end, 3 loose wires on other end 
AC input to power supply 
Yellow cable with 4-pin male connector on one 
end, 4 loose wires on other end 
Power supply’s DC output to multinode 
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 
 
Receive and transmit security keys to enable 
devices to join the OneWireless network. 
View configured settings of transmitters and 
multinode. 




Actisys InfraRed (IR) Wireless Interface 
 
Download security keys to PDA 
XYR 6000 Transmitters 
 
Differential Pressure (STDW) 






TCP/IP serial converter 
 
Used for interfacing with a Modbus Host 
system 
OneWireless Wireless Server Tools disk 
 
Used to install the complete suite of 
OneWireless applications and documentation 
OneWireless Knowledge Builder disk 
 
Used to update the complete set of 
documentation 




Appendix B Wireless Device Manager 
Configuration Guide 
This appendix is a simplified initial configuration guide for WDM. It is worthy to note, that 
once the configuration is complete there will be no need to go through this process again unless 
the WDM is reset. Only the OneWireless Interface will be accessed via a web interface.  
Appendix C Multinode Specification 
Appendix C provides a list of the multinode specification 
Specification Description 
Enclosure   Certifications: Class 1 DIV2/ZONE2 
hazardous area. IP66 waterproof  
 Physical dimensions: 9.25 in. x 8.25 in. x 3.0 
in  
 Weight: 7.0 lbs 
Power requirements  Power input: +24 Volts dc, -15% +10% (20.4 
to 26.4Vdc)  
 Current requirement: 1.5 Amps, maximum  
 Power output: 25 Watts, maximum 
Hardware Specification  CPU: XScale IXP425 @ 533 MHz  
 8 MB flash  
 64 MB SDRAM 
External Ports  Two 10/100 Mbps WAN Ethernet ports. See 
Note.  
 3 external antenna ports  
Note: Both Ethernet ports are wired to one switch 
with a single MAC Address 
WAN Ethernet setting  Fixed IP  
 Supports: IEEE 802.3u Fast Ethernet 
10/100 Mbps auto negotiation 
Receive Sensitivity  802.11a: -87dB@6Mbps to -71dB@54Mbps  
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 802.11b: -94dB@1Mbps to -90dB@11Mbps  
 802.11g: -87dB@6Mbps to -74dB@54Mbps 
RF Output Power 802.11a/b/g: +20dBm, maximum 
Note: Maximum transmits power varies by antenna 
selection, channel selection, data rate and region, 
(Country Code). 
Environmental Standard Temperature Model: 
Operating Temperature: -20º C to +60º C  
(-40º F to +140º F) 
Extended Temperature Model: 
Operating Temperature: -40º C to +75º C  
(-40º F to +167º F)  
Other: 
 Storage Temperature: -40º C to +85º C  
(-40º F to +185º F)  
 Humidity: 0 to 100% no condensing  
 EMI/Safety: FCC Class A  
 Lightning and surge suppressor kits (optional) 
  
Appendix D List of Wireless XYR600 
Transmitters  
This appendix provides a summary of the transmitters with a brief description of each. Table 
this lists the transmitter that were supplied with R120 system, and Table lists the transmitters 
that were supplied with the R300 system.  
Model no. Name/description 
STDW9240-E1H-0000-V0000, XD, 
BA ,A1, S3MB, C1-NA00 
 






XYR6000 Wireless Universal I/O transmitter  
The transmitter three input/output channels, supports 
up to 4 I/O types 
1. T/C (thermocouple or mV)  
2. HLAI (high level analog input) 
3. DI (discrete input) (contact Exposure)  
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Model no. Name/description 
STIW600-000-0000-V0000-
XSD,BA,A1,MB,C1-NA00 
XYR6000 Wireless HLAI Transmitter (high level 
analog input) S600, Wireless Pressure Transmitter, 
Supports 3 channels, the channel is configurable as 





XYR6000 Wireless Temperature transmitter series 
400,  
Up to 3 T/C or mV channels 
Up to 2 RTD Channels  
Channel 3 must be T/C or mV  
STDW9240-E1H-0000-V0000, XD, 
BA ,A1, S3MB, C1-NA00 
 
XYR6000 DP Series 900 -  Wireless Pressure 
Transmitter 
Table 4 R120 Transmitters 
Model no.  Name/ description 
STUW700-000-0000-V0000-
XS,00,MB,A1,9X-NA00 
XYR6000 Wireless universal I/O transmitter  
STIW600-000-0000-V0000-
XS,00,MB,A1,9X-NA00 
XYR6000 Wireless HLAI Transmitter  
Ambient limits -40 to 85C, Enclosure type 
4X, IP 66/67 
STDW924-A1A-00000-V0000-
XS.00.SS.MB,A1, 
XYR6000 Wireless Pressure Transmitter  
Process limits: -40 to 125 DEG  
Span; 4 to 400 InH2O, Range: -20 to 400 
InH2O 












Appendix E Wireless LAN Controller 
Specifications 
This appendix provides the specifications of the Cisco 2500 Series Wireless LAN Controller.  
Item Specification 
Wireless Standards 
IEEE 802.11a, 802.11ac, 802.11b, 802.11g, 802.11d, 
WMM/802.11e, 802.11h, 802.11k, 802.11n, 802.11r, 
802.11u, 802.11w, 802.11ac 
Wired/Switching/Routing 
IEEE 802.3 10BASE-T, IEEE 802.3u 100BASE-TX 
specification, 1000BASE-T, and IEEE 802.1Q VLAN 
tagging 
Data Request for Comments 
(RFCs) 
●  RFC 768 UDP 
●  RFC 791 IP 
●  RFC 2460 IPv6 (passthrough bridging mode only) 
●  RFC 792 ICMP 
●  RFC 793 TCP 
●  RFC 826 ARP 
●  RFC 1122 Requirements for Internet Hosts 
●  RFC 1519 CIDR 
●  RFC 1542 BOOTP 
●  RFC 2131 DHCP 
●  RFC 5415 CAPWAP Protocol Specification 
Security Standards 
●  Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) 
●  IEEE 802.11i (WPA2, RSN) 
●  RFC 1321 MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm 
●  RFC 1851 The ESP Triple DES Transform 
●  RFC 2104 HMAC: Keyed Hashing for Message 
Authentication 
●  RFC 2246 TLS Protocol Version 1.0 
●  RFC 2401 Security Architecture for the Internet 
Protocol 
●  RFC 2403 HMAC-MD5-96 within ESP and AH 
●  RFC 2404 HMAC-SHA-1-96 within ESP and AH 
●  RFC 2405 ESP DES-CBC Cipher Algorithm with 
Explicit IV 
●  RFC 2406 IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) 
●  RFC 2407 Interpretation for ISAKMP 
●  RFC 2408 ISAKMP 
●  RFC 2409 IKE 
●  RFC 2451 ESP CBC-Mode Cipher Algorithms 
●  RFC 3280 Internet X.509 PKI Certificate and CRL 
Profile 
●  RFC 3602 The AES-CBC Cipher Algorithm and Its 
Use with IPsec 
●  RFC 3686 Using AES Counter Mode with IPsec ESP 
●  RFC 4347 Datagram Transport Layer Security 
●  RFC 4346 TLS Protocol Version 1.1 
Encryption 
●  WEP and Temporal Key Integrity Protocol-Message 
Integrity Check (TKIP-MIC): RC4 40, 104 and 128 bits 




●  Advanced Encryption Standard (AES): CBC, CCM, 
Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining Message 
Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP) 
●  DES: DES-CBC, 3DES 
●  Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer 
Security (TLS): RC4 128-bit and RSA 1024- and 2048-
bit 
●  DTLS: AES-CBC 
Authentication, Authorization, 
and Accounting (AAA) 
●  IEEE 802.1X 
●  RFC 2548 Microsoft Vendor-Specific RADIUS 
Attributes 
●  RFC 2716 PPP EAP-TLS 
●  RFC 2865 RADIUS Authentication 
●  RFC 2866 RADIUS Accounting 
●  RFC 2867 RADIUS Tunnel Accounting 
●  RFC 3576 Dynamic Authorization Extensions to 
RADIUS 
●  RFC 3579 RADIUS Support for EAP 
●  RFC 3580 IEEE 802.1X RADIUS Guidelines 
●  RFC 3748 Extensible Authentication Protocol 
●  Web-based authentication 
●  TACACS support for management users 
Management 
SNMP v1, v2c, v3 
RFC 854 Telnet 
RFC 1155 Management Information for TCP/IP-
Based Internets 
RFC 1156 MIB 
RFC 1157 SNMP 
RFC 1213 SNMP MIB II 
RFC 1350 TFTP 
RFC 1643 Ethernet MIB 
RFC 2030 SNTP 
RFC 2616 HTTP 
RFC 2665 Ethernet-Like Interface types MIB 
RFC 2674 Definitions of Managed Objects for Bridges 
with Traffic Classes, Multicast Filtering, and Virtual 
Extensions 
RFC 2819 RMON MIB 
RFC 2863 Interfaces Group MIB 
RFC 3164 Syslog 
RFC 3414 User-Based Security Model (USM) for 
SNMPv3 
RFC 3418 MIB for SNMP 
RFC 3636 Definitions of Managed Objects for IEEE 
802.3 MAUs 
Cisco private MIBs 
Management Interfaces 
●  Designed for use with Cisco Wireless Control System 
●  Web-based: HTTP/HTTPS individual device manager 
●  Command-line interface: Telnet, SSH, serial port 
Interfaces and Indicators ●  Console port: RJ-45 connector 
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Item Specification 
●  Network: Four 1 Gbps Ethernet (RJ-45) 
●  LED indicators: Link Activity (each 1 Gigabit Ethernet 
port), Power, Status, Alarm 
Physical and Environmental 
Dimensions: 1.73 x 8.00 x 6.75 in. (43.9 x 203.2 x 
271.5mm) 
Weight: 3.5 lbs (with power supply) 
Temperature: 
●  Operating: 32 to 104 °F (0 to 40°C) 
●  Storage: -13 to 158°F (-25 to 70°C) 
Humidity: 
●  Operating humidity: 10 to 95 percent, noncondensing 
●  Storage humidity: Up to 95 percent 
Power adapter: Input power: 100 to 240 VAC; 50/60 
Hz 
Heat dissipation: 72 BTU/hour 
Regulatory Compliance 
Safety: 
●  UL 60950-1, 2nd Edition 
●  EN 60950:2005 
EMI and susceptibility (Class B): 
●  U.S.: FCC Part 15.107 and 15.109 
●  Canada: ICES-003 
●  Japan: VCCI 
●  Europe: EN 55022, EN 55024 
 
